Benefits of Confidence
• Beneficial to predict the outcome of a task
• Confidence: estimate of probability correct e.g., Fleming & Dolan (2012) Benefits of Confidence 
Cost Only Model
In this model, subjects consider criterion.
•
Models for Type II ju
Again, we will fix = 1 and µ R require some scaling of k 1 to appr made by the observer, with opti assume symmetry around this u will be defined as a combination 
Cost Only Model
In this model, subjects consider the cos criterion.
Models for Type II judgem
Again, we will fix = 1 and µ R + µ L require some scaling of k 1 to appropriat made by the observer, with optimality assume symmetry around this unobser will be defined as a combination of a p Discrimination:
• Criterion shifts for payoffs and priors sum Confidence:
• Conservatism carries over into confidence decision
• Not normative: respond to both priors and payoffs or neither Conclusions
